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A comprehensive survey of all Egypt's temples, from Luxor and Karnak to those in the delta, oases

and Nubia. It traces the processes of building and decorating, how they functioned, and what

happened when they were robbed and desecrated. It also discusses the Egyptian pantheon, rites

and festivals.
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Following the format of other "Complete" books in Thames & Hudson's informal series, Wilkinson,

director of the University of Arizona's Egyptian Expedition and coauthor of The Complete Valley of

the Kings, pulls together a huge amount of data to give a clear and concise look at the development,

rise, decline, and excavation of Egyptian temples. His coverage ranges from the earliest predynastic

sites to Roman, Christian, and Islamic adaptations of the temples. When theories are in dispute (as

they often are), Wilkinson says so and then explains his preference. The illustrations, elevations,

plans, and reconstructions make even the most complicated temple plans clear. An indispensable

work for a student of Egyptian life or architecture, this unique and excellent resource is essential for

large high school and all public, academic, and specialized libraries.DMary Morgan Smith,

Northland P.L., Pittsburgh Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.

"Laden with photographs ... this stunning reference reviews the construction, decoration,

symbolism, and function of every surviving Egyptian temple."



Again, the first experience with this book was from my writing teacher's library and I was

immediately excited at the description, photos and sketched layouts of the temples, as well as the

intensive information regarding their history, etc. I had to have my own copy and again, this is a

must for any Egyptian enthusiast's library.

a gift for my 8 year old grandson. It was a hit with him, so its a hit with me

This is a beautiful reference book/

Touted as a Complete listing there are few temples that are not listed tyhat I know of from other

sources. Still this book goes into details about these temples that is better than most books. I still

recommend it for any Egyptophile.

If you love Egypt and studying the history of this wonderful country, you won't be disappointed by

this book. The photographs are expertly done and the writing is knowledgeable yet easy to

understand. So many facets to this book...there is a list of the major gods of Egypt and their

temples, architectural layout of the temples and many more goodies. I had to wait for several

months for this book to come back in and so I was thrilled to see it ready to ship. I now have a copy

on my lap with my ipad and I wanted to review this book to help someone else make a good

decision. By the way, this book has enough detail to interest me yet it's not overwhelming nor is it at

all boring. Quite the opposite. Just a really good solid read with beautiful photographs in color and

black and white.

I thought this was a great price for a hard cover book. Material is very interesting if you like history.

This is a great book! Even better than I expected it would be. Very in depth and easy to read.

good read
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